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Do you have a credit card with a chip, or an e-passport? If so, you use mathematics to
keep your personal information secret. This paper explains some of the methods that
help to keep your money, personal details and identity safe everyday.

Overview

Background

 Encryption1 technologies protect confidential
information used in commerce.

Cryptography is the science of making and breaking
codes. It has a long history. Ancient Egyptians,
Greeks and Romans used cryptography to send secret
messages. The main users of cryptography in more
recent times have been governments, military and
intelligence organisations. This has changed since
the advent of computers and digital technology.
Cryptography is now broadly used, particularly
in e-commerce. Modern cryptography relies on
sophisticated mathematics to protect confidential
information.

 A common encryption method relies on
mathematics to protect information in smart cards
and e-passports.
 Encrypted information can be vulnerable to attack
by fraudsters.
 More Australians trained in mathematics and related
disciplines will be essential to safeguard commerce
in the future.

Box 1: Key terms
Cryptography – the science of making and
breaking codes.
Encryption – scrambling a message using a
code to make it unreadable by those who
don’t know the code. The message can only
be recovered using special knowledge,
known as the encryption/decryption key.
Prime number – a number divisible by only
1 and itself. Examples include 2, 3, 5, 7, 11,
13, 17 and 19.
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In cryptography, encryption is the process of
making information secret, and therefore preventing
unauthorised access to that information. Encryption
protects confidential information in credit cards,
e-passports and other smart cards.
Encryption in most swipe cards uses magnetic
technology. The magnetic strip carries coded
information, which is decoded when swiped. Fraudsters
can use machines to illegally copy information on a
magnetic strip, a process called skimming. This can
happen during ATM or EFTPOS transactions. Stolen
details can then be easily used to create counterfeit
cards.
1

See Box 1 for the definition of key terms used in this paper
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The Australian Crime Commission reports that card
skimming fraud in Australia is growing. In 2006, card
fraud cost Australia close to $100 million. This rose
to more than $170 million in 2009.i The Australian
Bureau of Statistics recently estimated that a total of
1.2 million Australians were victims of at least one
incident of personal fraud.ii More than 50 per cent of
the victims experienced credit card fraud (see Box 2).
Clearly, there is a need for more secure credit cards.
Smart chip embedded cards or smart cards help to fill
this need (Box 3 shows a chip in a smart credit card).

Box 2: Personal fraud in Australia

Credit card fraud (54%)
Identity theft (4%)
Scams (42%)

Personal fraud in Australia by type.
Credit card fraud is the most common type
of personal fraud. A 2011 survey by the
Australian Bureau of Statistics found over
a million people were affected by fraud in
the previous year. Of these, more than half
experienced credit card fraud.
Source: Australian Bureau of Statisticsii

The most common method for securing information
on smart cards is called RSA public key encryption
(for inventors Rivest, Shamir and Adleman). The idea
behind RSA is relatively simple. Even if you do not
have a smart card you might have bought something
where the RSA encryption played a role. For example,
you may have used PayPal to pay for something you
bought online.
This occasional paper describes some of the
mathematics that underpins smart cards, and
highlights the key role it plays to protect information
in our everyday life for banking, shopping and travel.
The paper concludes by discussing policy implications
for education and training in mathematics and related
disciplines.
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Prime secrets and two keys
Prime numbers are at the heart of RSA encryption.
A prime number is one that can be divided only by
1 and itself to yield a whole number (1 or itself ). For
example, 2, 3, 5 and 7 are all prime numbers. RSA
encryption multiplies two large prime numbers, each
typically 300 digits long, to produce an even larger
number (see Box 4 for an example of a 300-digit
prime number). The resulting very large number is
called the ‘public key’. The public key codes your
private information. As the name suggests, you may
give the public key to anyone, but they cannot use
it to decode your information. Only the intended
recipients who have a private key linked to the two
prime numbers you started with can decode your
RSA-encrypted information.
So how does RSA encryption hide your credit card
details when you shop online? Here’s a simple version
of how it works: you go to an online shop and choose
an item to buy. You add it to your shopping basket
then go to the checkout. The address of this page
should start with ‘https’ and, if so, this is when the
encryption kicks in. The online shop’s computer sets
up the security by creating the public and private
keys. It keeps the private key to itself and sends
the public key to your computer. The keys enable
your computer and the shop’s computer to share
information in a secure way. When you type in your
credit card details and press the ‘Order’ button, your
computer encrypts your credit card details before
sending them. The online shop’s computer then
receives and decrypts your details. They are only able
to do this because they know the two large primes
originally used to create the public key.
RSA is secure because it is incredibly hard to guess
the two large prime numbers the online shop started
with. While multiplying is comparatively easy for
computers, there is no easy way to work in reverse
and determine which prime numbers were multiplied
to get the public key. Even with a powerful computer,
cracking RSA would take billions of years. This
asymmetry between the ease of one task and difficulty
of its reverse is the key to RSA encryption.

Other features of RSA
Other features of the mathematics underlying RSA
are briefly discussed here. One is the challenge to find
long prime numbers for setting up the private and
public keys. You cannot look at large numbers and
easily work out which are prime. There are various
ways to test numbers to see if they are prime. Most
are far too slow for practical use, especially with very
large numbers.

RSA works because finding the two original prime
numbers or factors for the public key is difficult.
Should someone come up with a practical way to
find the factors for the public keys then RSA will
no longer be secure. In this case, other encryption
techniques will become necessary to secure
information.

Box 3: A smart card chip

Another feature is computational cost. Decoding
information becomes more difficult as larger prime
numbers are used. Every time a smart card is used a
computer has to decode the encrypted data. This takes
longer and uses more processing power as the prime
numbers get larger. Thus, there is a trade-off between
the security of using very large prime numbers and
the cost that they impose.

Common attacks to access
protected information
The chip in your smart card is encrypted by RSA.
Card skimming fraud is not yet effective on smart
cards. However, during transactions, smart cards
interact with terminals or other devices, such as
ATMs or EFTPOS machines. Any terminal used
during critical transactions must be trustworthy and
not copy information from the smart card. Ensuring a
terminal presents proper and trustworthy information
to a cardholder is called the ‘terminal problem’. What
is needed is a trusted terminal. There is no perfect
solution at the moment and the ‘terminal problem’
remains a weak point in the security of e-commerce.
Beyond rogue terminals, attacks on smart cards
can take the form of direct attempts to extract
information from the chips of stolen cards.
Such attacks have been effective in defrauding
cardholders. One such attack introduces and analyses
computational errors into a smart card to completely
uncover the encryption keys. Such errors can be
introduced by changing the electric signals inside a
card.

A chip embedded in a smart credit card.
Source: sxc.hu

More sophisticated attacks require a properly
equipped laboratory to reverse-engineer a chip from
a stolen card. Unfortunately, such reverse engineering
techniques are commonly used. They involve
uncovering the layers of a chip by etching and then
deducing the chip’s information content. The security
of smart cards faces an ongoing battle between
criminals and designers of encryption technologies.

Training is the key
Right now smart cards and e-passports are very
safe. Mathematicians are working to understand
potential vulnerabilities of encryption technologies.
Many companies are investigating security issues in
e-commerce with the aim of preventing fraudulent
transactions or frustrating attempts to access secure
data. In addition, the business of information security,
encryption, accurate storage and transmission of data
are vital to Australia’s security.

Box 4: An example of a 300-digit prime number
This large number is divisible by only 1 and itself. In RSA cryptography, this and another large prime
would be multiplied to produce the public key, which codes your personal information.

20395687835640197740576586692903457728019399331434826309
47726464532830627227012776329366160631440881733123728826
77123879538709400158306567338328279154499698366071906766
44003707421711780569087279284814911202228633214487618337
6326512083574821647933992961249 9173198362193042742802438
03104015000563790123
Source: University of Tennesseeiii
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The Defence Signals Directorate (DSD), an agency
within the Defence portfolio, helps keep Australia
secure against information fraud, especially where
it involves national security. The US counterpart of
DSD, the National Security Agency, is the biggest
employer of mathematicians in the US. However,
recruiting the highly trained specialists who can do
this kind of work is difficult.iv
Australia has an industry devoted to security and risk
management against e-fraud. The people who work
to protect our banks and industries are highly trained
engineers, computer scientists and mathematicians.
Over the period 1995-2005, we lost some of the
capacity in Australia to train such people. For
example, mathematics departments across the Group
of Eight universities shrank by 30 per cent.v
The recent Health of Australian Science report pointed
out that the study of mathematics by 2nd and 3rd
year science students at university declined during the
1990s and did not recover in the 2000s.vi Today there
are too few graduates with the appropriate training
to fill the diverse range of essential jobs that demand
high level mathematical skills. Importing labour is
not a long-term solution as all nations face similar
demands to recruit highly trained graduates. The most
effective way is to produce a sufficient number of
graduates in mathematics and the related disciplines
of computer science, statistics and engineering.

Conclusion
Mathematics is arguably the most fundamental
of all sciences. It can give us unexpected practical
applications with enormous economic value.
The development of both Wi-Fi and encryption
technologies resulted from an understanding of
fundamental mathematics.
Mathematics is expected to play an increasingly
important role in protecting personal information
and safeguarding e-commerce. The threats to personal
information and our economy are a matter of national
security. As our economy becomes increasingly reliant
on information and knowledge we must ensure that
more Australians are trained in mathematics and
related disciplines.
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